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1. Introduction
This document describes the organization of the Group of Experts for Evaluation in the Area 09Industrial engineering and information technology (from now on, the GEV09) and the criteria the
group will use in evaluating research outputs. The document is divided in eight parts. Section 2
lists the Scientific Sectors (SS), the Academic Recruitment Field (ARF) and the ERC sectors
relevant for the GEV. Section 3 summarises the internal operating rules of the GEV. Section 4
describes the evaluation criteria for the research outputs. Section 5 describes the peer review
process and the guidelines for the selection of external reviewers. Section 6 describes the
bibliometric criteria: the databases, the bibliometric indicators selected by the GEV, the
algorithm and the calibration procedure. Section 7 describes the evaluation criteria for specific
research outputs. Section 8 describes how the GEV plans to solve potential conflicts of interest
between GEV members and authors of research outputs.

2. Delimitation of GEV Area
The GEV09 will carry out the evaluation of the products submitted by researchers belonging to
the Sectors (SS)1, the Academic Recruitment Field (ARF) and the ERC Sector (ERC)2 listed in
Tables 1-3.

ING-IND/01
ING-IND/02
ING-IND/03
ING-IND/04
ING-IND/05
ING-IND/06
ING-IND/07

Area 09 – Industrial engineering and information technology
Scientific sectors (SS)
Naval architecture
Ship structures and marine engineering
Flight mechanics
Aerospace structures and design
Aerospace equipments and systems
Fluid dynamics
Aerospace propulsion

1

Some ERC sectors are shared with others GEV. Furthermore, the proposed ERC list does not cover the scientific
area of this GEV. Products with an SS associated to GEV09 and with ERCs does not included in that list could be
evaluated by GEV09.
2
The SS associated to the product during the submission procedure produces a link with GEV09. ERC sectors will
be useful for a proper connection between each product and GEV members (or eventually reviewers).
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ING-IND/08
ING-IND/09
ING-IND/10
ING-IND/11
ING-IND/12
ING-IND/13
ING-IND/14
ING-IND/15
ING-IND/16
ING-IND/17
ING-IND/18
ING-IND/19
ING-IND/20
ING-IND/21
ING-IND/22
ING-IND/23
ING-IND/24
ING-IND/25
ING-IND/26
ING-IND/27
ING-IND/28
ING-IND/29
ING-IND/30
ING-IND/31
ING-IND/32
ING-IND/33
ING-IND/34
ING-IND/35
ING-INF/01
ING-INF/02
ING-INF/03
ING-INF/04
ING-INF/05
ING-INF/06
ING-INF/07

Fluid machinery
Energy systems and power generation
Thermal engineering and industrial energy systems
Building physics and building energy systems
Mechanical and thermal measurements
Applied mechanics
Mechanical design and machine construction
Design method for industrial engineering
Manufactoring technology and systems
Industrial mechanical systems engineering
Nuclear reactor physics
Nuclear power plants
Nuclear measurements and instrumentation
Metallurgy
Material scinece and technology
Applied physical chemistry
Fundamental of chemical engineering
Chemical plants
Analysis, design and control of chemical process
Chemical technologies
Excavation engineering and safety
Engineering of raw materials
Hydrocarbons and underground fluids
Electrical engineering
Power electronics converters, electrical machines and drivers
Electrical power systems
Industrial bioengineering
Business and management engineering
Electronic engineering
Electromagnetic fields
Telecommunications
System and control engineering
Information processing systems
Electronic and informatics bioengineering
Electrical and electronic measurements

Tabella 1.Relevant Scientific Sectors for Area 09- Industrial engineering and information technology
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09/A1
09/A2
09/A3
09/B1
09/B2
09/B3
09/C1
09/C2
09/D1
09/D2
09/D3
09/E1
09/E2
09/E3
09/E4
09/F1
09/F2
09/G1
09/G2
09/H1

Area 09 – Industrial engineering and information technology
Academic recruitment fields (ARF)
AERONAUTICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING AND
NAVAL ARCHITECTURE
APPLIED MECHANICS
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, MACHINE CONSTRUCTION AND
METALLURGY
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL MECHANICAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
FLUID MACHINERY, ENERGY SYSTEMS AND POWER
GENERATION
THERMAL SCIENCES, ENERGY TECHNOLOGY, BUILDING
PHYSICS AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEMS, METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF CHEMICAL
AND PROCESS ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL PLANTS AND TECHNOLOGIES
ELECTRICAL ENGINEEERING
ELECTRICAL ENERGY ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS
MEASUREMENTS
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS AND CONTROL ENGINEERING
BIOENGINEERING
INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS

Tabella 2.Relevant Academic Recruitment Field (ARF) for Area 09 Industrial engineering and information
technology

PE1_17
PE1_19

Area 09 – Industrial engineering and information technology
ERC sectors (ERC)
Numerical analysis
Control theory and optimization,
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PE2_3
PE2_5
PE2_6
PE2_11
PE2_12
PE2_14
PE2_17
PE3_5
PE3_7
PE3_8
PE3_10
PE3_16
PE5_1
PE5_2
PE5_3
PE5_4
PE5_5
PE5_6
PE5_7
PE5_8
PE5_9
PE5_10
PE5_11
PE5_12
PE5_13
PE5_14
PE5_15
PE5_16
PE5_17
PE5_18
PE5_19
PE6_1
PE6_2
PE6_3

Nuclear physics
Gas and plasma physics
Electromagnetism
Lasers, ultra-short lasers and laser physics
Acoustics
Thermodynamics
Metrology and measurement
Semiconductors and insulators: material growth, physical properties
Spintronics
Magnetism and strongly correlated systems
Nanophysics: nanoelectronics, nanophotonics, nanomagnetism,
nanoelectromechanics
Physics of Biological systems
Structural properties of materials
Solid state materials
Surface modification
Thin films
Ionic liquids
New materials: oxides, alloys, composite, organic-inorganic hybrid,
nanoparticles
Biomaterials synthesis
Intelligent materials – self assembled materials
Coordination chemistry
Colloid chemistry
Biological chemistry
Chemistry of condensed matter
Homogeneous catalysis
Macromolecular chemistry
Polymer chemistry
Supramolecular chemistry
Organic chemistry
Molecular chemistry
Combinatorial chemistry
Computer architecture, pervasive computing, ubiquitous computing
Computer systems, parallel/distributed systems, sensor networks,
embedded systems, cyber-physical systems
Software engineering, operating systems, computer languages
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PE6_4
PE6_5
PE6_6
PE6_7
PE6_8
PE6_9
PE6_10
PE6_11
PE6_12
PE6_13
PE7_1
PE7_2
PE7_3
PE7_4
PE7_5
PE7_6
PE7_7
PE7_8
PE7_9
PE7_10
PE8_1
PE8_2
PE8_4
PE8_5
PE8_6
PE8_7
PE8_8
PE8_9

Theoretical computer science, formal methods, and quantum
computing
Cryptology, security, privacy, quantum crypto
Algorithms, distributed, parallel and network algorithms, algorithmic
game theory
Artificial intelligence, intelligent systems, multi agent systems
Computer graphics, computer vision, multi media, computer games
Human computer interaction and interface, visualization and natural
language processing
Web and information systems, database systems, information retrieval
and digital libraries, data fusion
Machine learning, statistical data processing and applications using
signal processing (e.g. speech, image, video)
Scientific computing, simulation and modelling tools
Bioinformatics, biocomputing, and DNA and molecular computation
Control engineering
Electrical and electronic engineering: semiconductors, components,
systems
Simulation engineering and modelling
Systems engineering, sensors, actorics, automation
Micro- and nanoelectronics, optoelectronics
Communication technology, high-frequency technology
Signal processing
Networks (communication networks, sensor networks, networks of
robots...)
Man-machine-interfaces
Robotics
Aerospace engineering
Chemical engineering, technical chemistry
Computational engineering
Fluid mechanics, hydraulic-, turbo-, and piston-engines
Energy systems (production, distribution, application)
Micro (system) engineering
Mechanical and manufacturing engineering (shaping, mounting,
joining, separation)
Materials engineering (biomaterials, metals, ceramics, polymers,
composites…)
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PE8_10
PE8_11
PE8_12
PE8_13
PE8_14
PE8_15
SH1_2
SH1_4
SH1_5
SH1_6
SH1_7
SH1_8
SH1_9
SH1_11
SH2_13
SH3_1
LS1_8
LS2_10
LS2_11
LS2_14
LS5_10
LS7_1

Production technology, process engineering
Industrial design (product design, ergonomics, man-machine
interfaces…)
Sustainable design (for recycling, for environment, eco-design)
Lightweight construction, textile technology
Industrial bioengineering
Industrial biofuel production
Microeconomics, institutional economics
Financial markets, banking and corporate finance
Competitiveness, innovation, research and development
Consumer choice, behavioural economics, marketing
Organization studies, strategy
Human resource management, employment and earnings
Public administration, public economics
International trade, economic geography
Social studies of science and technology, S&T policies, science and
society
Environment and sustainability
Biophysics
Bioinformatics
Computational biology
Biological systems analysis, modeling and simulations
Neuroimaging and computational neuroscience
Medical engineering and technology

Tabella 3.Relevant ERC Sectors for Area –Industrial engineering and information technology

3. Organisation of the GEV
The GEV's coordinator is Professor Gianluca Setti form the University of Ferrara and is
composed by 33 members for which the affiliation and the Academic Recruitment Field (to be
considered only as a suggestion for foreign members), are reported in Table 4. The GEV's
assistant assigned by ANVUR to GEV09 is Mauro Mangia.

Member

Affiliation

SS
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BECCALI
BELINGARDI
BORDEGONI
CAO
CAPUTO
CAPUTO
CECCARELLI
CERRI
CHANUSSOT
COLAVOLPE
COLOMBO
DI BERNARDO
FRATINI
HALL
LEVI
MARTINOIA
MENCIASSI
NUCCI
ORLANDI
PALUMBO
PEREGO
PETRI
PONCINO
RESTUCCIA
ROSEN
ROSSETTO
RUBINACCI
RUZZENE
SERAFINI
SERRANI
SETTI
TAMPIERI
WABNITZ

MARCO
GIOVANNI
MONICA
GIACOMO
ANTONIO
CASIMIRO
BARBARA
MARCO
EMANUELA
JOCELYN
GIULIO
MASSIMO
GAETANO
MARIO
LIVAN
LAWRENCE
EMIL
SERGIO
ARIANNA
CARLO
ALBERTO
PAOLO
GAETANO
PATRIZIA
DARIO
MASSIMO
GIOVANNI
MARC
LUISA
GUGLIELMO
MASSIMO
LUCIANO
ANDREA
GIANLUCA
ANNA
STEFAN

UNI Palermo
Torino Politecnico
Milano Politecnico
UNI Cagliari

ING-IND/11
ING-IND/14
ING-IND/15
ING-IND/24

UNI Roma Tre
UNI Roma La Sapienza
UNI Cassino
UNI Parma
IPG Grenoble (France)
UNI Parma

ING-IND/17
ING-INF/05
ING-IND/13
ING-IND/21
ING-INF/03
ING-INF/03

Milano Politecnico
UNI Napoli Federico II
UNI Palermo
University of South Florida (USA)
Liverpool John Moores Univ. (UK)
UNI Genova
UNI Pisa S.Anna

ING-IND/35
ING-INF/04
ING-IND/16
ING-INF/05
ING-IND/32
ING-INF/06
ING-IND/34

UNI Bologna
UNI Roma La Sapienza
UNI Catania
UNI Genova
UNI Trento
Torino Politecnico
CNR ITAE Messina
University of Ontario (Canada)
UNI Padova
UNI Napoli Federico II
Georgia Tech (USA)
Fondazione Bruno Kessler
Ohio State Univ. (USA)
UNI Ferrara
CNR ISTEC Faenza (RA)
UNI Brescia

ING-IND/33
ING-IND/06
ING-INF/01
ING-IND/25
ING-INF/07
ING-INF/05
ING-IND/09
ING-IND/08
ING-IND/10
ING-IND/31
ING-IND/03
ING-INF/05
ING-INF/04
ING-IND/31
ING-IND/22
ING-INF/02
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3.2 Sub-GEV composition
Additionally the GEV09 is divided in 3 different sub-GEVs:




Sub-GEV 09a – Energy, mechanical and management engineering. Coordinator:
Massimo Gaetano Colombo, Politecnico di Milano
Sub-GEV 09b - Chemical and materials engineering. Coordinator: Patrizia Perego,
Università di Genova
Sub-GEV 09c – Electrical engineering and information technologies. Coordinator:
Massimo Poncino, Politecnico di Torino

The sub-GEV’s composition is reported in Table 4.
SUB-GEV name and
relevant research
areas(SS)

Sub-GEV09a Energy,
mechanical and
management
engineering

SS
ING-IND/01
ING-IND/02
ING-IND/03
ING-IND/04
ING-IND/05
ING-IND/06
ING-IND/07
ING-IND/08
ING-IND/09
ING-IND/10
ING-IND/11
ING-IND/123
ING-IND/13
ING-IND/14
ING-IND/15
ING-IND/16
ING-IND/17
ING-IND/18
ING-IND/19
ING-IND/20
ING-IND/21
ING-IND/28
ING-IND/29

Members

RUZZENE MASSIMO (ING-IND/03)
ORLANDI PAOLO (ING-IND/06)
ROSEN MARC (ING-IND/08)
RESTUCCIA GIOVANNI (ING-IND/09)
ROSSETTO LUISA (ING-IND/10)
BECCALI MARCO (ING-IND/11)
CECCARELLI MARCO (ING-IND/13)
BELINGARDI GIOVANNI (ING-IND/14)
BORDEGONI MONICA (ING-IND/15)
FRATINI LIVAN (ING-IND/16)
CAPUTO ANTONIO CASIMIRO (ING-IND/17)
CERRI EMANUELA (ING-IND/21)
COLOMBO MASSIMO GAETANO (INGIND/35)

3

SS ING-IND/12 is related to topics characterizing sub-GEV09a and subGEV09b. Due to this reason it is associated
to both sub-GEVs.
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Sub-GEV09b Chemical and materials
engineering

ING-IND/30
ING-IND/35
ING-IND/22
ING-IND/23
ING-IND/24
ING-IND/25
ING-IND/26
ING-IND/27

ING-IND/124
ING-IND/31
ING-IND/32
ING-IND/33
ING-IND/34
Sub-GEV09c Electrical
ING-INF/01
engineering and
ING-INF/02
information technologies ING-INF/03
ING-INF/04
ING-INF/05
ING-INF/06
ING-INF/07

TAMPIERI ANNA (ING-IND/22)
CAO GIACOMO (ING-IND/24)
PEREGO PATRIZIA (ING-IND/25)
RUBINACCI GUGLIELMO (ING-IND/31)
SETTI GIANLUCA (ING-IND-31)
LEVI EMIL (ING-IND/32)
NUCCI CARLO ALBERTO (ING-IND/33)
MENCIASSI ARIANNA (ING-IND/34)
PALUMBO GAETANO (ING-INF/01)
WABNITZ STEFAN (ING-INF/02)
CHANUSSOT JOCELYN (ING-INF/03)
COLAVOLPE GIULIO (ING-INF/03)
DI BERNARDO MARIO (ING-INF/04)
SERRANI ANDREA (ING-INF/04)
CAPUTO BARBARA (ING-INF/05)
HALL LAWRENCE (ING-INF/05)
PONCINO MASSIMO (ING-INF/05)
SERAFINI LUCIANO (ING-INF/05)
MARTINOIA SERGIO (ING-INF/06)
PETRI DARIO (ING-INF/07)

Tabella 4.Sub-GEV, corresponding ARF and members

3.3 Assignement of research outputs within GEV
Of the research outputs presented at the VQR those belonging to the SS of relevant for the GEV
will be initially attributed to the GEV09. The assignment of research outputs to the GEV is based
on author's SS and ERC sector indicated by the author/institution in the research output
descriptive form associated with the research output. The SS assigned to the research output may
be different from that of the author, since it is referred to the GEV and within the it to the SS
4

see annotation 4
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indicated by the author/ institution as the most appropriate one in order to evaluate the research
output. Specifically the GEV09 may decide on the base of the SS specified in the research
output descriptive form to assign the research output to another GEV, if the topic of the research
output is judged to be more appropriate to the latter. In this case the evaluation of the research
output is based on the criteria of the GEV of destination.
The GEV will divide the scientific products for type of publication and research area and will
assign it to the most appropriate sub-GEV. The sub-GEV's coordinator will assign the research
outputs to two sub-GEV members with the highest expertise level in the topic.
If a research output is assigned to more than one GEV (for instance because co-authors indicated
different SS belonging to different GEVs), the research output will be evaluated according to the
VQR Guidelines for the Groups of Evaluation Experts. If necessary, the Coordinators of the
involved GEVs will create specific Inter-Area Consensus Groups.
3.4 Operating rules of the GEV
The operating rules of the GEV are the following:


a GEV meeting is called with an at least 15 day notice. The meeting is called by the
Coordinator, who also sets the agenda;



decisions within the GEV are made by simple majority rule among members who
attend a meeting. In order to vote, physical presence is not required if presence is
assured via web or phone connection;



the assistant appointed by ANVUR to the GEV attends the GEV's meetings, with
secretariat functions and without voting rights. At the end of each meeting, minutes
and a synthetic report outlining the main decisions will be drafted, circulated among
GEV members, approved by the Coordinator and the members, and then sent to
ANVUR to be filed.
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4. The evaluation of research outputs
The evaluation of research outputs by the GEV follows the informed peer review methodology,
which consists in employing different, and if possible mutually independent, evaluation methods,
to be harmonized within the GEV, which ultimately remains responsible for the final evaluation.
The following methods are used:


Peer review evaluation by (normally two) external reviewers selected independently
by two different GEV members.



Direct evaluation by the GEV, which can conduct an internal peer review according
to the same procedure described for external peer review (that is, two GEV members
will be involved).



Direct evaluation by the GEV, that will perform an internal peer review using the
same modality of the ones performed by external reviewers



Bibliometric analysis, to be conducted using indicators and algorithms described
below in this document. Research outputs subjected to bibliometric analysis are not
assigned automatically (that is using automatically the final class of merit provided
by the algorithm) to the classes of merit established by the Ministerial Decree (MD)
and by the VQR call. The allocation is based instead on the expert judgment of the
GEV, which will employ any element of evaluation beside bibliometric indicators,
such as the expertise of its members and the information described in forms
associated with the research outputs.

5. Peer review evaluation
Each research output to be evaluated in peer review will be sent to two external reviewers,
independently chosen by the two GEV members to whom the output has been assigned.
Alternatively the research output will be evaluated within the GEV using the same procedure,
provided that the necessary expertise is available and that no conflict of interest is present.
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5.2 The selection of external peer reviewers
The selection of external reviewers, both Italian and foreign experts, given its relevant purpose in
the public interest, follows the principle of honest institutional cooperation and it is based on the
criteria of correctness, objectivity and impartiality.
A great deal of attention will be devoted to maintain the anonymity of reviewers, both at the
stage of preparation of the reviewers' list, and at the operational stage of the evaluation. The
results of the evaluation for individual research outputs and the identity of the reviewers that
evaluated them will not be disclose to the public. The list with the reviewers’ names will be
published by ANVUR within 30 days of the publication of the VQR Final Report.
Reviewers will be selected among expert scholars and the most authoritative and scientifically
qualified specialists in the disciplines relevant to the to be examined research outputs. They are
also expected to be scientifically productive during the time period covered by the VQR.
Starting from the list provided by ANVUR, the GEV will prepare an updated list of external
reviewers comprising those who, according to GEV's judgement, adequately satisfy the scientific
requirements and evaluation expertise. The list will be extended with new reviewers selected by
the GEV. Specifically the Coordinator will ask GEV's members to recommend a significant
number of experts who satisfy the required parameters and are available for the evaluation. The
GEV's Coordinator will collect the suggestions together with information about the reviewers’
qualifications using a shared form, and will modify the initial list with integrations and/or
cancellations of experts.
It will be possible to extend the reviewers' list throughout the evaluation procedure, on the basis
of the needs that might emerge after the research outputs are transmitted by authors/ institutions.
In order to reduce potential conflicts of interest, the GEV will employ, whenever possible,
reviewers that are active in foreign universities and institutions.
5.3 Peer evaluation
The evaluation by external or internal reviewers will be based on a reviewer evaluation form and
guidelines created by the GEV, taking into account, if needed, the indications provided by the
research groups on the evaluation process organized by the ANVUR in the period of time before
the VQR. The evaluation form is structured so that it allows the reviewer to assign a score to
each one of the three evaluation criteria established by the MD and the VQR call, that is,
14

originality, methodological rigor, and attested or potential impact. The form will also include a
space with a limited word count where the reviewer will have to write a brief resume motivating
the judgements.
The GEV will transform the indications contained in the evaluation form into one of the five
classes of merit established by the VQR call.
In presence of non-converging evaluations or controversy between reviewers, the GEV may
request a third expert evaluation or create, within the GEV itself, a Consensus Group (or
arbitration commission) with the assignment to provide the GEV with a final score for the
research output under examination, using the consensus report methodology.
In case of disagreement in the evaluation between the components of the Consensus Group, the
latter will be integrated with the sub-GEV's coordinator or with the GEV's coordinator.
In any case the GEV is responsible for the final evaluation.

6. Bibliometric analysis
The research outputs subject to bibliometric evaluation are the products published on journals
indexed in the databases defined in section 6.1 and specifically:


Scientific papers, also in the form of Letters or Conference Papers published on
journals.



Scientific critical review papers (Review).

Of the papers classified using the bibliometric algorithm 10% will undergo peer review
evaluation in order to measure the correlation between the two evaluation methods. Such papers
will be selected by the sub-GEV using stratified random sampling.
6.2 Databases
The GEV will employ the Thomson Reuters' Web of Science (WoS) Elsevier's Scopus (Scopus)
databases, according to indications provided by the author/institution in the research output
descriptive form.
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6.3 Citation' s time window
In calculating the bibliometric indicators, the GEV will use citation updated to 29th February
2016.

6.4 Self-citations
The opportunity to include or exclude self- citations in the bibliometric evaluation is currently
under debate in the scientific community. The GEV09 has decided, following suggestions from
the working group on bibliometric evaluation created during the first plenary meeting of GEV's
Coordinators, not to exclude self citations but to carefully examine articles with a number of self
citation above 50% of the total, eventually turning it to informed peer review. The final decision
on such research outputs will take into account the information reported by the author/institution
in the research output descriptive form and, in case it's considered necessary, an informed peer
review that may be based on the opinion of the GEV's members or external reviewers.
6.5 Bibliometric indicators
For all articles published on journals indexed in WoS and Scopus, the evaluation will employ, an
algorithm that takes into account, in relation to publication date, both number of citations and the
impact indicator (Journal Metric, JM) of the hosting journal. Consistent with the orientation of
the scientific community in the bibliometric sector, and taking into account the differences with
which the manifold indicators measure the impact of a journal, the GEV09, following indications
of the working group on bibliometric evaluation, has established to use more than one indicator
of JM. For each database two indicators are going to be used, one to measure popularity of the
hosting journal (where the definition of the received citations are considered independently of
the origin of each citation) and one used to measure journal prestige (where the definition of the
citations are weighted on the basis of the prestige of the journal hosting the publication).
Specifically the following indicators will be used:
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For WoS (https://www.webofknowledge.com): 5-year Impact Factor (5YIF), as
popularity index and Article Influence (AI), as prestige index5;



for Scopus (http://www.journalmetrics.com): Impact per Publication (IPP), as
popularity index, and SCImago Journal Rank (SJR), as prestige index6.

In the research output descriptive form the author/institution will be asked to indicate the
preferred database (WoS or Scopus) .
In addition in the form it will be required to indicate one impact indicator between the two
associated with the database, that will be used for the evaluation7. The suggestion of one impact
indicator is not mandatory. Whenever the author/ institution does not provide an indication , thr
GEV09, will evaluate the research output presented using a default choice for JM. Given the
larger reliability of prestige indicators as compared with popularity indexes (as an example in
terms of resistance to manipulation attempts), the default choice will be AI in case the chosen
database by the author/institution is WoS and SJR for Scopus.
6.6 The algorithm for research outputs classifications
The algorithm used for assigning the articles to one of the five classes of merit defined in the
VQR call is based on the combined use of the bibliometric indicators relative to the impact of the
journal where the article has been published (JM) and the citational index that measures the
impact of the single article (CIT). Depending on the year of publication, the first or the second
indicator may have a larger relative impact. Each article is evaluated within a specific category
of reference(more details in the following sections) and within the year of publication. The
evaluation procedure within the category of reference is previously calibrated so to ensure that
the probabilityex-ante at worldwide level for each article of a given category and a specific year
to fall in one of the evaluation classes is the one defined by the VQR call:

5

The 5YIF was selected instead of the more popular Impact Factor (IF) because of larger stability when varying the
year of publication and because the time window (5 years) is the same as the AI.
6I

n this case the time window where citations are considered is 3 years for both indicators. The definition of IPP is
the same as that of 5YIF; the definition of SJR is similar but not identical to the definition of AI.
7

In WoS recent journal may not have a 5YIF or AI. In this case, if the author or the institution indicated WoS as preferred
database for the presented research output, the IF will be used ad default indicator. In case IPP or SJR are not both present in

Scopus for a specific journal, the one that is present will be used.
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Excellent [top 10% of the distribution of the international scientific production of the
reference area];



Good [10% - 30% of the distribution of the international scientific production of the
reference area];



Fair [30% - 50% of the distribution of the international scientific production of the
reference area];



Acceptable [50% - 80% of the distribution of the international scientific production of
the reference area];



Limited [80% - 100% of the distribution of the international scientific production of
the reference area].

The indication of the percentiles in relation to the class of merit does not refer to the percentage
of attended results of the products presented to the VQR. The evaluation of the single article is
not comparative, each article will be allocated to the class of merit independently of the
allocation of the other research outputs.
The first step towards the evaluation of an article is the identification of the scientific area of
reference represented by the reference category known as Subject Category (SC) in WoS and All
Science Journal Classification (ASJC) in Scopus (from now on SC). A journal may belong to
more than one SC of different disciplinary areas, the unambiguous identification of the SC will
depend on the author/institution indication. This choice is not binding and can be modified by the
GEV if the content of the paper is judged to be more relevant for another SC the journal belongs
to.
A multidisciplinary category is present both in WoS (Multidisciplinary Sciences) and Scopus
(Multidisciplinary) and includes journals, such as Nature, Science and so on, characterised by a
variety of scientific topics. Articles published on journals under such category will be reassigned to another SC on the base of (i) the citations included in the article and (ii) the citations
received by the article. Specifically, the publication will be assigned to the SC that includes the
larger number of cited or citing journals. In this way, the publication will be compared with
publications of the same thematic/disciplinary area. In the allocation to the new SC, the article
will keep the JM of the journal and the number of received citations, without changing the
distribution of the final SC.
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The same procedure will be applied, in particular, to journals relevant for GEV09 solely present
in the following WoS categories:



Engineering, Multidisciplinary
Materials Science, Multidisciplinary

And in Scopus









Chemical Engineering (miscellaneous)
Computer Science (miscellaneous)
Energy (miscellaneous)
Engineering (miscellaneous)
Materials Science (miscellaneous)
Economics, econometrics and finance (miscellaneous)
Business, management and accounting (miscellaneous)
Social sciences (miscellaneous).

Papers published in journals belonging to such SC will be assigned to a new SC following the
above mentioned procedure.
As already mentioned, the allocation of an article to one of the five classes of merit indicated in
the VQR call, is made after a calibration of the thresholds for the identified SC and for the
specific year of publication. Such procedure allows to have in each class of merit, whatever the
analysed category and year, the percentage of research outputs defined by the MD and by the
VQR call.
6.7 Calibration procedure
. The calibration of the bibliometric algorithm is a function of the specific SC in the specific year
in analysis. The algorithm distinguish also typology journal article8 and letter from the typology
review, calculating separate empirical cumulative distributions caused by different numbers of
citations usually associated with such publications.

8

Conference papers published on journals are under this category.
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First, the empirical cumulative distribution of the bibliometric indicator JM is calculated for
journals belonging to the selected SC, for the year of publication of the article under evaluation
and for each journal a percentile is assigned. Afterwards the empirical cumulative distribution
function of the number of citations (CIT) of all the article published in journals belonging to the
selected SC and a percentile is assigned to each article. At the end of the procedure two
percentile will be associated to each article (journal percentile and citation percentile). The two
percentile obtained this way identify a point in the region of the Cartesian plane Q = [0,1]x[0,1],
delimited by the JM percentile of the journal (X axis) and by the percentile of the citations (Y
axis). Q is then divided in five zones or regions that follow the percentage of articles belonging
to each region as defined in the VQR call.
Such partition is realized using simple straight lines identified by the following linear equation:

CIT  A  JM  Bn
The angular coefficient of the lines that delimits the zone (A) is imposed as equal to all the lines
in order to increase homogeneity of the adopted criterion. The intercept Bn are calculated by
ANVUR, depending on the specific distribution of the SC, to ensure that the percentage
indicated in the VQR call are always respected. An example of Q division in the five zones is
presented in Figure 1. Despite the articles' distribution vary between categories and years, the
algorithm allows to obtain an evaluation calibrated with respect to the chosen set.
The gradient A of the threshold lines is established by the GEV. The gradient has a relevant role
since, according to A value, the final classification will be more based on the citation percentile
(for gradient with absolute value smaller than 1) or on the percentile metric of the journal (for
gradient with absolute value larger than 1). As an example, an horizontal line corresponds to an
evaluation uniquely based on citation percentile. Taking into account both what is reported by
the state of the art of the literature in the bibliometric field, and by the different statement on the
correct use of bibliometry for evaluation purposes9, the use of high gradients should be avoided,
given the absolute impossibility to use only the JM of a journal as a proxy of the impact of a
single article published in that journal. In other words, values of A smaller that 1 will have to be
used if possible in order to favour the information provided by CIT that is an impact measure at
9

See as an example the IEEE's Statement on Appropriate use of Bibliometric Indicators
https://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/bibliometrics_statement.html and also what
reported by the Council of Canadian Academies
- http://www.scienceadvice.ca/en/assessments/completed/science-performance.aspx
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the level of the single research output under assessment(article level metric). Such choice
however is not unconditional but depends on the different citation routine of the different
disciplines/communities, as well as the sample size and composition of the SC, that makes the
information provided by the citational data, with the decrease of the publication year, more or
less reliable.

Thresholds: CIT  A  JM  Bn

Figure 1. Representation, in percentiles, of all the articles published in a specific SC in a determined year.Each
publication is positioned on the plane according to the percentile of the impact indication of the journal JM (line)
and of the percentile of the citations CIT (column). The plane is divided in five zones according to the percentages
reported in the VQR call. The angular coefficient A of the lines that circumscribe the zones is imposed as equal for
all the lines. The intercepts Bn are calculated by ANVUR, according to the distribution of the particular SC, in order
to guarantee that the VQR call's percentages are respected.

Based on the simulations made by the working group on bibliometric evaluation the GEV09 has
establish that the citational data is enough stable from 2012. Therefore the gradient to be used in
the different years are as follows: 2011: −0.4



2012: −0.6
2013: −0.9
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2014: −1.5

In order to avoid unwanted situations, gradients may vary up to a maximum of 30% for the years
2011, 2012 and 201310. For 2014, being the citational information less stable, the gradient will be
included in the range [−2.0, −1.0].
As an example, in Figure 2 the calibration of a SC through four parallel lines is reported. It has
been chosen an angular coefficient of -0.6 in order to privilege the weight of the citations in the
final evaluation. As shown in the figure, the points that represent the articles in the SC, are
distributed irregularly in Q. By opportunely choosing the values of the intercept, one can
guarantee that the percentage of the VQR call are respected with accuracy larger than the tenth of
one percentage point. In other words, when the bibliometric algorithm is applied to the
"worldwide" production the percentage defined in the MD and in the VQR call are respected. As
a consequence the specific article sent to the VQR will be evaluated according to a percentile in
the "international scientific production of the reference area".

10

For example, the possibility to classify in the excellent class research outputs that did not receive any citation.
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Figure 2. An example of the application of the bibliometric algorithm to a sample SC. The partition of the subspace
Q through the parallel lines allows to respect the percentage defined in the VQR call when the algorithm is applied
to the worldwide population of a specific SC.

Once the calibration procedure is completed, the attribution of a research output presented for the
VQR works as follows. The percentile of JM for the journal where the article has been published
and the percentile of the received citation are calculated and the resulting point is allocated in the
above described space. According to the area where the point fells the evaluation of the research
output is obtained following the bibliometric algorithm.
There are some borderline cases where articles are published in high prestige journals but are
scarcely cited (area low right in Figure 2) or published in low impact journals but with high
citation impact (area high left Figure 2). In such uncertainty cases the evaluation will be
conducted using informed peer review procedure either within the GEV or using external
reviewers if GEV's members are not expert in the field. In order to identify such articles, the
GEV09, in accordance with the other bibliometric GEVs, has decided to draw two straight lines
with positive gradient to create two triangles that will identify research outputs with contrasting
values relatively to citations and impact indicators ( see for example Figure 3). The triangle in
the upper left portion is determined by the left superior side of Q and by the segment that
connects the point (0, 0.5) with the intersection of the boundary line in the "Excellent "
classification zone and Q's upper side. The right isosceles triangle in the right inferior part allows
to identify the 5% of the research outputs for 2011 and 2012 and the 7% for 2013.
Finally, given the inadequate numeric consistency of the citational information, all articles
published in 2014, for which the classification of bibliometric algorithm will not result as a final
evaluation of "Excellent", will undergo an informed peer review.
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Figure 3. Example of definition of uncertainty zones handled using informed peer review (IR).

6.8 Presence of irregularities in the SC
A preliminary data analysis for some SC, the GEV9 the following irregularities emerged:
I.
II.

in the distribution of citation of some journals included in such SC;
in the content of some journals included in the SC.

In some cases such abnormalities have been considered relevant enough to potentially introduce
a significant polarization in the bibliometric evaluation. To avoid this, the GEV09 has decided to
use the informed peer review according to what described in section 6.7.1 and 6.7.2.
6.8.1 Irregularities in the citations distribution
As mention in point I, for journals for which the central value of citation, the distribution form
and the value and position of the related maximum value, may differ sensibly from those typical
for the SC. In some cases, such variations may be attribute to potential manipulations of
bibliometric data by some specific journals11. In case the data extracted for the evaluation
exercise confirm for such journals a significant alteration of the citations' distribution as
compared to that of other journals of the same SC, the GEV will employ a strategy to avoid
penalization of institutions of authors that did publish on journals with potentially manipulated
indicators (not responsible of the possible manipulation process).
11

Caused by phenomena such as citation coercion.
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Specifically, product will be evaluated including information to the informed peer review as
follows:
1. Using the result of the bibliometic algorithm calibrated on the entire SC (as described in
section 6.1 and 6.6)
2. Using the result of the bibliometic algorithm calibrated on the entire SC once the journals
with potential manipulations are excluded.
The research outputs published in journals with potentially manipulated indicators will be
evaluated only according results of what described in point 1. Results of both procedures will be
used to evaluate all products published in all the other journals of the SC. In case of incongruent
evaluation between procedure 1 and 2, the research output will be accurately evaluated by GEV's
members to determine, according to information reported in the research output descriptive form
and/or following an internal peer review, the correct evaluation.
6.8.2 Content of some Journal included in Computer Science SC: the SSD INGINF/05
Regarding point II, the GEV09 has highlighted the presence, in several SC relevant for the GEV,
of some journals with few contents relevant for the specific SC. Since a re-definition, also
partial, of the SC is far from the VQR assignment, the GEV09 has decided to use only one
evaluation based on the SC defined by WoS and Scopus, and to suggest the ANVUR to take into
consideration, for future VQR, an exercise of an introduction of a controlled perturbation of such
categories to align them to the opinions of the international scientific community of reference.
One exception to such approach is the SC belonging to the ARF ING-INF/05. This sector
presents some peculiarities such as:





the strong inter and/or multidisciplinarity with areas not specific of 09, where informatics
is used and a tool for several applications
cultural closeness with different ARF of area 09, such as ING-IND/31 (Electrotechnic)
ING-INF/01
(Electronics),
ING-INF/03
(Telecommunications),
ING-INF/04
(Automatic), ING-IND/34 (Industrial bioengineering) e ING-INF/06 (Electronic and
informatics bioengineering);
cultural closeness with INF/01 (Informatics) of GEV01;
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It has been considered necessary to evaluate research outputs of this area in a way that is
possibly coordinate both with proposal of GEV01 for ARF INF/01, and with what decided by
GEV9 for all the ARF that are relevant for the GEV.
Therefore m products of ARF ING-INF/05 will be evaluated using the same procedure used for
other ARFs of GEV09 exception made for the products evaluable with the bibliometric method
for which, for each article, the procedure of section 6.7.1 will be used. Specifically, for each
article, there will be two evaluation:
one following method reported in section from 6.1 to 6.6
1. a second one that differs from the first one for the SC composition used to calibrate the
bibliometric algorithm. Specifically, taking into account the characteristics of strong
inter/multidisciplinarity of the research fields, members of GEV09, in collaboration with
colleagues of ARF INF/01, have analysed the SC and eliminated a small number of
journals believed to have been wrongly classified according to the scientific topic of the
SC. The procedure is described in appendix A.
In case result of evaluation 1 and 2 are in conflict, the research output will be carefully examined
by GEV's members to determine, according to information reported in the research output
descriptive form and/or in an internal peer review, the correct final evaluation.

7. Other products evaluable using peer review
1. Scientific monograph (with ISBN) and analogous products: (a) Research monograph; (b)
Congruent collection of one's research essays (if published before 2011 are no to be
considered); (c) Critical editions; (d) Publication of unpublished work accompanied by
introduction and commentary;(e) Critical manuals, not expressly of didactic content; (f)
Grammars and scientific dictionary.
2. Essay in volume (with ISBN): (a) Essay in volume (book chapters or essays); (b)
Scientific papers in peer reviewed conference proceedings; (c) Critical dictionary or
encyclopaedic entry.
3. Patents: only if obtained during the VQR four year period (from 1/1/2011 to 31/12/2014);
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4. Other scientific products (only if provided with official documents to prove identification
of production date): Software database. Regarding software products, in order to
correctly evaluate the product's impact, the author institution will have to indicate:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

description of main function;
type of license and distribution modality;
the technology readiness level;
number of potential users;
number of installations (sold license);
number of citations of a relevant;
number of downloads from distribution website;
other relevant information.

Only products where the person belonging to the evaluated structure is an author will be taked
into account, and not if the person is acting as Editor. Didactic products intended for students of
a University course, self edited products and contribution on journals in the form of Author
reply, Commentary, Editorial or review are labelled as "not evaluable".
In sum, products submitted to peer review:


articles as described in point 2.a, 2.b e 2.c of section 2.3 of ANVUR's VQR call 20112014 not indexed in WoS and or Scopus database;



articles not indexed in WoS and or Scopus database that require peer review according to
the bibliometric algorithm described in section 6.6 (that is the classification ends in areas
indicated with IR or, as for 2014 does not fall in the "Excellent" region);



articles not indexed in WoS and or Scopus database for which peer review is requested
by the author or institution (if well motivated) ore required by the GEV;



articles not indexed in WoS and or Scopus database that will be evaluated using both the
bibliometric algorithm and peer review to measure correlation between the two
evaluation methods: such articles will be selected using an algorithm of stratified random
sampling defined by the ANVUR.



research outputs not listed in point 1-4 of the present section.
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In the evaluation of the attested and potential impact of monographs, book chapters and
scientific papers in conference proceedings, products with international dissemination
(published by publishing houses involving authors, readers, editors and reviewers from
different countries), will be privileged.
Therefore:


Monographs and essays in volume with national dissemination will be allocated to a
maximum of "Acceptable";



papers in national conference proceedings will be allocated to a maximum of
"Acceptable";



Papers published in journals with national dissemination will ne allocated to a maximum
of “Discrete”.

Finally, "Excellent” and “Good” will be assigned only to international patents with a direct
connection with an industry.

8. Conflict of interest
GEV's members will abstain to evaluate or to assign to other GEV's members or to other external
experts the following products:


products in which they are co-authors;



products in which spouses, family or other relatives within the fourth degree of kin
are authors or co-authors;



products presented by institutions where GEV members have or have had a working
relationship or where they had appointments or official collaborations, including
affiliation to research institutes in the period of time starting from 1/1/2011;



products presented by research institutions monitored by MIUR and other public or
private institution that voluntarily participate in the VQR where GEV's members have
or have had a working relationship or where they had appointments or official
collaborations, including affiliation to research institutes in the period of time starting
from 1/1/2011.
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There is a conflict of interest for the following products:


in case the institution has a permanent internal partition at territorial or disciplinary level
(for example local sections of research institution, institutes, departments) limited to
products presented by the same aggregate;



in case the institution does not have a permanent partition at territorial or disciplinary
level (for example local sections of research institution, institutes, departments) limited to
products presented by the same aggregate;



in case the permanent internal partition is based on numerous hierarchical levels (for
example, several institute under one department) the conflict of interest arise at a lower
level (for example, GEV's members affiliated to different institutes of a same department,
are in conflict of interest with respect to the products presented by authors belonging to
the same institute).

In case of conflict of interest the GEV's coordinator will appoint another member of the GEV
with no conflict of interest to proceed with the evaluation.
In case the conflict of interest involves the GEV's Coordinator, the assignment of the products
will be done by the VQR coordinator or by someone directly appointed by him.
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